Ford focys

Built on the outskirts of Detroitâ€” for another year or so â€”and with a well-deserved spot in
driveways across the country, the Ford Focus is as American as apple pie. During its journeys,
the Focus has accumulated many gifts, and it has bestowed them on the American consumer;
among them are lithe handling and impressive fuel efficiency. Unfortunately, these gifts come
with some compromises. The Focus is outclassed by larger rivals that offer more passenger
space, larger cargo holds, and more modern features. Still, it's an easy car to recommend, and
its two body stylesâ€”hatchback and sedanâ€”offer broad appeal. There are even
high-performance ST and RS versions and a plug-in electric model, but we review those models
separately. These changes include two-way adjustable headrests that replace last year's
four-way adjustable units, the deletion of the turn-signal indicators on exterior mirrors of SE
trims, the deletion of rear-seat floor mats in S models, and the disappearance of the auxiliary
input jack and door-release handle ambient lighting elements in all models. The Focus is
available as a sedan and for extra money as a hatchback. Opting for the SEL gets you a
six-speed dual-clutch automatic transmission, an 8. Being Midwesterners, we'd also select the
Cold Weather package, which includes heated front seats and a heated steering wheel to make
frigid mornings less unpleasant. Likes: Manual transmission is available, great steering, fun to
drive. Dislikes: Six-speed automatic is unrefined, both the four-cylinder and three-cylinder
engines are slow. None of the Focus's powertrains are particularly inspiring. The standard
four-cylinder is not as punchy as the turbocharged engines available in many competitors,
while the tiny, efficient turbo three-cylinder available on the sedan is overmatched by the
Focus's weight. The Focus is one of the more amusing cars in its segment to hustle down a
twisty road. Its fun-to-drive nature doesn't come at the expense of comfort, either, as the Focus
boasts a composed ride and a relatively isolated interior that make it feel more expensive than it
is. The Focus makes up for its lackluster power with impressive efficiency. It's among the best
fuel sippers in its segment, outperforming its average EPA ratingsâ€”and most of its
competitorsâ€”in our real-world testing with a result of 38 mpg. If you're seeking maximum fuel
efficiency, the turbocharged 1. Dislikes: Cramped back seat, outdated interior design,
disappointing standard infotainment system. The Focus has gone a long time without an
interior overhaul, and its widespread use of plastic trim and outdated-looking cabin are clearly
weak points. At least the controls are mostly straightforward and easy to use. Your friends and
family won't enjoy being stuffed into the small rear quarters of the Focus, as legroom for
back-seat passengers is sorely lacking compared with nearly all of its rivals. Small windows
don't help alleviate the claustrophobic feel of the interior. The optional touchscreen
infotainment systemâ€”called Sync 3â€”is refreshingly easy to use, with well-organized menus
and large on-screen buttons. The base setup uses a much smaller screen and offers far fewer
connectivity features. We recommend stepping up to either the SEL or Titanium trims, which
have the more advanced system with an 8. Practicality is not the Focus's strong suit. While its
cargo-carrying numbers are average, storage space for small items in the cabin is lacking. In
our testing, it fit four of our carry-on suitcases with the rear seats in use and 15 carry-ons with
the rear seats folded. The Focus achieves only average crash-test results and lacks many of the
active safety features of its competition. While it achieved a five-star rating from the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA , it lags behind in the Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety's small overlap crash test, where it only achieves an Acceptable ratingâ€”most
of its newer rivals were rated Good in this test. Key safety features include:. Ford's warranty
program is entirely average among its peers, without the complimentary scheduled
maintenance that GM offers on many of its vehicles. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s
to search. View Photos. Kirk Seaman. More on the Ford Focus. Advertisement - Continue
Reading Below. More From Ford. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If
you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or
access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a
member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at View all Ford Vehicles.
Model year brought sporty handling and a nice interior back to the Focus. It also debuted an
electric version of the Ford subcompact. Focus Electric has all the underlying qualities of the
internal combustion-powered Focus models we love to like; including taut handling, good ride
and nicely finished interior. It also provides the many benefits of an electric powertrain. These
include silent running, cheap operation and effortless acceleration. Unfortunately, it also shares
some of the Focus's basic flaws, including a very cramped back seat and the frustrating MyFord
Touch radio controls. Standard safety features include stability control, traction control, and
antilock brakes. The original Focus was nimble and fun to drive, with quick and communicative
steering and a comfortable ride. It had lots of interior room and easy access, but performance
and fuel economy were only average. Body styles included a sedan, a roomy wagon, and a
hatchback. A sporty, crisp-handling SVT performance-oriented hatchback was offered from to

Without its optional side airbags, the Focus received a Poor in the IIHS side-crash test, so you'll
want to avoid models without them. After the model year revision, handling isn't as crisp,
interior quality dropped off and the cabin got noisier. On the plus side though, a coupe version
arrived in The automaker warns that the windshield may not be bonded properly. These vehicles
prove that family-friendly models don't have to be raucous playscapes. Over 1, Ford, Lincoln,
and Mercury vehicles might have had faulty replacement parts installed. Latest Ford Videos.
Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a
Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Make Model Year. Price and
Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. One Owner Rearview
Camera Reverse Sensing System Remote Start System Power Heated Side Mirrors SYNC
Bluetooth SONY Audio Sirius XM Radio Capable Fog Lamps So it is easy to make an educated,
hassle -free purchase from us. Many of our competitors add freight, reconditioning or
certification fees to their price quotes. Your WOW price has no hidden charges. Just add tags,
taxes and processing fee. You may also check for open recalls at The new Ford Focus is a small
car that offers a number of features otherwise seen in larger or more luxurious vehicles. It's
also the first small car to offer Ford's new MyFord Touch system which relies on a sophisticated
touch-screen system and has advanced voice-command features and can even provide WiFi for
the car and the area surrounding. Technology aside the new Focus stands out from the class
for its excellent handling and poise sporty driving feel and impressive fuel economy. Free
Carfax report for all vehicles! All vehicles come with a day mile warranty directly from the
dealership. Low mileage vehicles get an even longer warranty! Minor repairs are completed to
ensure a safe mode of transportation for a fair budget. Priced to sell, all vehicles are clearly
marked. Only available for a short period of time before they are liquidated. Want a second
opinion? All vehicles are available for you to take to your mechanic, we encourage it! Carfax,
safety inspection, and reconditioning repair orders available for your viewing. Not eligible for
warranty or exchange policy. Not eligible for Luther Advantage. Check whether a vehicle is
subject to open recalls for safety issues at safercar. Bloomington Acura offers competitive
pricing on our New and Pre-owned vehicles. Our service and parts departments are open early,
late and even on Saturdays. We also carry 40 service loaners for your convenience. Click, call or
stop-in today, and discover why we are the fastest growing dealer South of Boston. Check out
this Ford Focus SE. Its transmission and Gas I4 2. This small car is front wheel drive. This Ford
Focus has a 2. The Electronic Stability Control will keep you on your intended path. This Ford
Focus can run on either gasoline or E85 fuel. This vehicle features cruise control for long trips.
Anti-lock brakes are standard on this unit. Small and nimble this small car scoots through
traffic. It offers great fuel mileage and ease of parking. We offer a wide selection of pre-owned
inventory from high end specialty cars to economical around town transportation. Call today! It
does not carry a valid State of Maine Inspection and must be towed from the lot. Please call for
more information about this vehicle. The following items have been reconditioned on this
vehicle: all new tires! Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back
and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Roseville BMW has a wide
selection of exceptional pre-owned vehicles to choose from, including this Ford Focus Electric.
This Ford Focus Electric offers the most up-to-date navigation system available so you'll always
know the most efficient route to where you are going. More information about the Ford Focus
Electric: The new Ford Focus is a small car that offers a number of features otherwise seen in
larger or more luxurious vehicles. For instance, the Focus is also the first vehicle in its class to
offer Active Park Assist, which can actually guide and steer the car into a parking space if the
driver moderates speed with the brake. It's also the first small car to offer Ford's new MyFord
Touch system, which relies on a sophisticated touch-screen system and has advanced
voice-command features and can even provide WiFi for the car and the area surrounding.
Technology aside, the new Focus stands out from the class for its excellent handling and poise,
sporty driving feel, and impressive fuel economy. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See
store for details. Some restrictions apply. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price.
Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 3, Cylinders 3 cylinders 46 4 cylinders Fuel Economy. Electric
Range mi mi. Electric Range. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently
added listings. Check Availability. No accidents. Price Drop. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of
3, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I bought this Focus SE hatch new 2 years ago and have
experienced zero issues with it. Interior has too much hard plastic, but that's expected at this
price. I love the cloth seats and the hatch holds tons of stuff. The powershift automatic has
unpleasant characteristics at low speeds chattering, lurching , but works great when pressed.
Ford seems to deliver the best driving compact in the segment at this price IMHO. Hoping the

reliability stays good going forward. I sold my Focus after 4 years so this is the final review for
miles of ownership. Ford rebuilt the powershift transmission which helped, but did not eliminate
the occasional shuddering issues. This is the only bad thing about the car considering the price
and only problem I encountered. The back seats are tight, but the hatch holds plenty of cargo
and the layout and controls are good. Seat comfort was great and the car was actually pretty fun
to drive. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
new edge mustang weight
2005 polaris sportsman 800 service manual
browning bps parts diagram
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

